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ABSTRACT

A non-technical introduction is given to (a) the inflationary-
universe, (b) the production of baryon asymmetry by GUTs, (c) the
possible role of massive neutrinos and (&) the possible role of the
massive photinos and goldstinos of broken supersynaetrio theories.

INTRODUCTION

The organizers have asked me, in this final lecture, not to
summarize the Symposium but to give a broad review for astronomers of
the role of particle physics in cosmology and galactic astronomy.
Recent developments have shown that the possibilities here are very
great, and that many observable features of the universe, and even of
galaxies including our ovn, may have their origin either in processes
occurring extremely close to the big 'bang, say vithin 1O~35 seconds;
or in effects arising from the most recent developments in particle'
physics, such as Grand Unified Theories (GUTs) and supersymmetry. All
these matters are still very speculative. Nevertheless, I believe that
the time has now come for astronomers to take these possibilities
seriously, and clearly our organizers feel the same way! One problem
is that modern particle physics and quantum field theory are highly
elaborate and technical subjects which do not lend themselves to simple
exposition. In consequence, most astrophysicists are unfamiliar with
them. On the other hand, most particle physicists do not know the
intricacies of modern astrophysics. Nature herself faces no such
problems, of course, and all one can do is to stumble hopefully in .her
vake.. This review is written in the further hope that it will
encourage more astronomers to join the stumblers.

QUABTUM. GRAVITY •••";.,

The quantiBB, gravity. epoch presumably'occurred; at. the.- Planck, time
(hG/C^)!/' ** 10"^' seconds. Unfortunately, not much progress has been
made recently in finding a satisfactory quantum theory of the
gravitational field (see, for example, Isham, Penrose and Sciama 198l).
Many people now pin their hopes on supergravity and its unification
with particle theories such as GUTs. Severe technical problems still
remain to be solved in this programme, however, anot the outcome is not
clear. For the astronomer the importance of quantum gravity is that
(a) it nay eliminate the classical singularity at t = 0, thereby leading
to a clearer view of the initial conditions in the hot big bang;
(b) it may lead to the formation of particle-antiparticle pairs of
various species, whose annihilation could have provided the initial heat
needed to generate the hot big bang; (c) the same pair production'
process might have equalized the expansion rates of the universe in
different directions, so accounting, in part, at least, for the
presently observed high isotropy of the Hubble constant and of the
3°K background.

I think that it is fair to say that not much progress has been
made with these problems in recent times. This is in strong contrast
to the remaining topics in this review, all of which have been trans-
formed, or even come into existence, in the last few year3.

THE INFLATIONARY UNIVERSE

This refers to a remarkable scheme designed to solve the so-called
horiion and flatne.ss problems (although, of course, whether the scheme
is reallj valid should be decided eventually from first principles).
Let us begin by considering what these problems are.

The Horizon Problem

The 3°K background is observed to be isotropic to better than 1
part in lO^, yet, according to standard theory, if one looks at the
background in opposite directions the points observed on its last
scattering surface would lie nearly one hundred horizon lengths apart
(one horizon length corresponding to the largest region in causal
contact with itself in terms of processes propagating with the speed of
light). Thus, there would not have been time for transport processes
to even out the temperature over the whole of the last scattering
surface, even if they had started operating close to the big tang itself.
It follows that either the rather precise equality of temperatures was
imposed as an initial condition in the big bang, or some non-standard
mechanism intervened to enlarge the horizon or to eliminate it. As we
shall see, the inflationary universe could provide such an enlargement
mechanism.



The Flatness Problem . . . . ' . - - " •

The mean density of the universe to-day is probably within a factor
of ten of ̂ the critical density. An exact equality of these densities
would represent a sort of equilibrium point for Robertson-Walker models
in the sense that this equality vould then hold at all.times (Einstein-
de Sitter model}. But this equilibrium is unstable in the sense that a
deviation between the two densities vould increase with time. For
example, if the present density were one tenth of the critical value,
then at a temperature of 1 Mev it would have been within one part in
10? of critical, while at a temperature of 1011* Gev it would have teen
within one part in lO"4?, Suoh"fining tuning"looks unnatural, and
suggests that either the density is indeed exactly critical, for a
reason still to be discovered, or that some non-standard mechanism
intervened to drive the present value of the density close to the
critical value. Again, we shall see that the inflationary universe
claims to provide such a mechanism.

To see what wouia be involved in a solution to the flatness
problem, let us take a look at the standard Fri edmann equation for an
expanding universe ' .

(1)

in the usual notation.. If the curvature
the Einstein-de Sitter model with

k were zero, we would'have

giving the critical density pc in terms of the Hubble constant H.
In the radiation dominated case, which has

the resulting differential equation for R is trivial to solve and
yields

H oC t 1 / 2 .

Now, our present task is to prevent the k term in (l) from unduly
dominating the p term for laxge R (note that the present epoch
corresponds to about 10 6 0 Planck times - the Planck time being the only
natural time scale defined in a radiation dominated universe). However,
in the standard theory precisely the opposite occurs, that is, the k
term is suppressed at small R. This familiar result arises because,
with p«C 1/HM and the k term «C 1/B2, clearly the p tent must
dominate for sufficiently small R. This is the basis for the usual
discussion of a radiation dominated universe near t = 0.
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. How then'tan.we arrange for the k term to be small,, or at least
riot, unduly large, at.' l&Fge J(7 .A brilliant answer to this question
occurred to Guth inljSl, "We shall approach his idea, in a number of
steps, drawing on our knowledge of the byways of.cosmology, of which
Guth tells me he was unaware. Some of us remember the steady state
theory of the universe and in particular Hoyle's(l9UB) discussion of
how the steady state could be reached asymptotically in the future,
that is, for large R, under the driving action of the "C field'.' This
is relevant to our discussion, because the asymptotic steady state
(which in fact corresponds to the de Sitter form

Ht

indeed has a negligible k term, as we would require. The driving
mechanism is based on the C field which, roughly speaking, has a
constant energy density p. given by

: 8itG p Q = A ,

where A can be interpreted alternatively as the cosmical constant. . A
glance at (1) shows that with this part of p now independent of R,
the k term does indeed become negligible at large R. When it is • :
• negligible the differential equation is again easy to solve, and one
obtains the exponential form characteristic of the de Sitter metric.
If the p and k terms start out•comparable, then the asymptotic form
is accurately reproduced in a few- expansion time-scales l/H, owing to
the tendency of the scale factor R to increase exponentially fast.

A se'cond reason for thinking that the steady state theory may be
relevant to our problems is that an exactly de Sitter universe would
have no particle horizon at all. This difference from the usual case
has to do with the very different behaviours of R for small t in the
exponential form, where it tends to a constant, and in algebraic forms
like t-L/2, where it tends to zero.

We can thus try introducing a new idea which might solve both the
flatness and the horizon problems. If there had been an early stretch
of approximately steady state behaviour, say for 100 Hubble times, then
R would have been inflated by e^OO, the k term would have been
suppressed by a large factor, unless it had originally been extremely
dominant, and the horizon might become enlarged sufficiently to permit
the causal propagation of transport processes across the presently
observable universe.

The difficulty with this idea is giving the steady state stretch a
sound physical foundation. The weak point of Boyle's proposal (apart
from the accumulating observational evidence against the steady state
theory) was that his C field vas introduced in an ad hoc manner,
unrelated to basic physical theory. Of course, Boyle was ahead of his

It
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time - Guth's proposal'for interpreting the \ term as an energy
density is based on GUTs, and came 33 years later!

Guth's "basic idea is that a so-called false vacuum vouia have an
energy deflsity of this form. Let us first try and understand vhat a
false vacuum is. A good analogy, often cited, is vith a ferromagnet.
Above its Curie temperature a ferromagnet, free of an external magnetic
field, would have zero net magnetic moment - the directions of its
spins would have no long-range order. As its temperature is lowered,
a phase change occurs when the system pasBes through its Curie.point.
At this critical temperature a change of symmetry occurs, with the spins
tending to line up in an ordered vay, thereby giving the ferromagnet
a net magnetic moment. This change of symmetry corresponds to a loss
of isotropy - the spins choose a particular spatial direction in which
to point. However, this loss of symmetry is only partial, in the sense
that the energy of the system would he the same whatever the overall
direction chosen by the spins (in the absence of an external magnetic
field). Thus the actual direction chosen in any particular case has to
do with the detailed history of that specimen and has no fundamental
significance; isotropy is still present.

The final feature of this analogy which we shall need is that
below the Curie point the unmagnetized state possesses more energy than
the magnetized one. Indeed, that is why the transition to the
magnetized state takes place. However, while the temperature is
being lowered through the Curie point, supercooling may occur, vith
a consequent delay in the onset of the phase transition. The super-
cooled phase would then have an excess energy and this,, as we shall
see, is analogous to the energy of the false vacuum in Guth's hypothesis.

We now return to GUTs. These are generalizations of the eleetro-
weait theory (which unified the electromagnetic and weak interactions)
involving also the strong interactions. (For technical accounts of
these theories see Langacker (1961) and Ellis (198l)). At high
temperatures the lowest energy state of the fields is highly symmetrical
(like the unmagnetized state of a ferromagnet, which defines no
preferred direction in space). As the temperature is lowered through a
critical value (<v lO!1* Gev) a phase change occurs in which the fields
lose their high symmetry, in a manner analogous to the ferromagnet,
that Is, by choosing one amongst an infinite number of states of the
same energy in an "accidental" way; each of these states defining a
preferred direction in an abstract space associated with the basic
fields of the theory. It seems likely that this phase change is of the
first .order(that is, possesses a latent heat) in which cas-e supercooling
would be expected to occur. Of course, in the application of these
ideas which Guth has in mind, the reduction of the temperature is
associated with the expansion of the universe, and the supercooling
would persist for a time determined by kinetic considerations. When
the supercooling terminates and the system makes a transition from the
false vacuum to the true vacuum, the latent heat is released, thereby
increasing the entropy of the universe. According to current
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calculations this entropy increase is very considerable, and should be
expected to be responsible for the major part of the present 3°K
radiation background.

Guth'* idea is that the energy density of the supercooled phase
would have the form of a X term which drives a "steady state stretch"
for the duration of this phase. The existence of this stretch could
then solve the horizon and flatness problems in the manner vhich we have
already indicated. Guth's idea is widely regarded as highly plausible,
hut I must emphasize that it depends on an aspect of the theory which
is not at all well understood/To see what is involved let us first
consider the true vacuum state at temperatures below the critical value
of lO1* Gev. This state picks out a preferred direction in the abstract
space, but is not expected to do so in physical space-time. Accordingly,
the energy momentum tensor Tvv of this state must have the form Xg^y,
where gvv is the metric tensor and A is a constant. This has just
the same form as a cosmical term in Einstein's field equations. How-
ever, in the universe to-day, the cosmical constant is observed to be
many powers of ten smaller than any "natural" value it might have in a
GUT theory (other than zero), "It is therefore presumed that either the
present GUT value of X is strictly aero, or some cancellation mechanism
exists (perhaps related to further symmetry considerations) vhich
ensures that the total value of X is zero.

The idea then is that any cancellation mechanism gets "used up"
in this way, so that since the false vacuum in the supercooled phase
has higher energy than the true vacuum, this excess energy survives and
is physically real. This real energy would also have the form of a X
term, and would be expected to,have a GUT-like value (corresponding,
say, to ajj energy density «v T with T •wlO1^ Gev). This assumption,
and the related question of the present value of the cosmical constant
from a field-theoretic point of view are the least understood parts of
Guth's ideas, and constitute perhaps the most important unsolved
problemsin the relationship of gravitation to the other forces of nature.

If we accept this reasoning, we can use the A term from the super-
cooled phase to generate a stretch of approximately de Sitter type
exponential expansion in which the k term becomes highly suppressed
and the extent of the horizon grows considerably. The duration of this
stretch, and the details of the transition from the false vacuum to the
true one, depend on uncertain parameters of the GUT theory involved.
In Guth's original version the transition occurred sporadically in small
bubbles which later collided in a complicated way. This led to a number
of difficulties. In the new version, the symmetry change at the phase
transition is ascribed to a different mechanism (it is induced by so-
called radiative corrections, in a manner first proposed by Coleman and
Weinberg (1973)). This would eliminate many of the difficulties. In
particular, the whole of our observable universe would now fall well
inside a single bubble. Apart from eliminating the collision problem,
this would have the advantage of avoiding an embarassingly large flux
of magnetic roonopoles which would be associated with bubble walls.
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This Improved version was discussed in great detail at a Workshop
organized in Cambridge this summer by G.W. Gibbons and- S.W. Hawking,
the proceedings of which will be published by the Cambridge University
Press. The general consensus at the Workshop was that the new version
represent^ an Important step forwards, trot that the assumptions leading
to the Coleman-Weinberg form of the potential involve too much fine
tuning. A more natural theory is still needed. The possibilities here
are wide open. For instance, the Inflation might have occurred during
the quantum gravity phase at the Planck time, or it might involve
supersymmetry (a theory which we shall discuss later on). A further
problem is that irregularities arising during the supercooled phase,which
might later lead to galaxy formation, for the moment seem to be
embarassingly large.

I have tried to keep a fair "balance by highlighting the difficulties,
but in my opinion, and that of many people at the Workshop, they are
the kind of difficulties which we could reasonably expect to be resolved
by new ideas. Their existence should not blind us to the remarkable
potential of the inflationary hypothesis, which at a stroke could
solve both the flatness and horizon problems, and provide us with a
new conception of the large scale structure of the 'universe. Moreover
it would change our attitude to the role of initial conditions in
accounting for the present state of the universe. The reason for this
is that, as we have already seen, when the false vacuum decays, its
energy, as represented by the A term, is released as latent heat.
This heat would correspond to a 'black body radiation field at a
temperature #vlOl'4 Gev, whereas when this heat is released the universe
would have supercooled down to a much lower temperature, say 10° Gev.
Thus, very considerable reheating occurs and the universe would be
"born agajh". In particular, as we have already mentioned, the 3°K
background which we observe today, would have its main origin in this
reheating.

I stress this last point, not only for its intrinsic interest to
astronomers, but also because the restoration of a temperature of lO1^
Gev would permit the operation of another GUT mechanism, which has been
widely invoked to account for the presumed baryon asymmetry of the
universe, and for the presently observed value of the ratio of baryon
number to the photon number in the 3°K background. To this mechanism
we now turn.

THE PRODUCTION OF BARYOK ASYMMETRY IK THE UNIVERSE

We begin with the assumption that the universe at very high
temperatures was baryon syraaetric, with equal numbers of baryons and
anti-baryons being thermally excited. As the universe cooled it is
supposed that reactions occurred which led to the production of I + 6 _
baryons for every anti-baryon. Eventually, the taryons and anti-baryon::
annihilated into photons, leaving of order 6 baryons for every phDton.
Since at high temperatures the number of baryon pairs in thermal
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equilibrium would be of the same order as the number of photons, this
would mean that today's value of ^/n-y would be of order & . Thus,
if £ <u lO"1^ - 109, we would have accounted for the observed number of
baryons per photon in terms of the microscopic processes which determine

An essential feature of this mechanism is that baryon number is not
conserved (by a relative amount measured by the small quantity ft. ).
Until recently, In particle physics baryon number was thought-to be
absolutely conserved, although it was recognized that this conservation
law was on a less fundamental footing than, say, the conservation of
charge. However, in the unification achieved by GUTs strongly inter-
acting quarks and electroweak leptons are placed essentially on the
same footing. Since baryons are made up of quarks, there would be no
absolute barrier to their decay into leptons. The half-life of a
proton,, for example, turns out to be of order m5/'m5 t where m^ is the
mass of the X boson which mediates the grand unified interaction.
This mass is believed to be about lO1^ Gev. (This is the characteristic
energy scale for GUTs, at which, for example, strong, electromagnetic
and weak coupling constants all have the same value.) The predicted
half-life is thus about 10^1 years. The present experimental lower
limit is about 3 * 1 0 3 0 years. There are a number of experiments now
under way looking for proton decay. A few potential events have been
found, but the consensus at the recent Paris meeting on elementary
particle physics was that nothing definite can be said as yet, although
the situation should be much clearer in a year's time.

Following an original analysis by Sakharov, various people have
suggested that the X boson of GUTs could be used to produce a baryon
asymmetry-. In rough outline what is proposed is as follows (for a
more careful.but still fairly general, discussion, see Weinberg (1982)).
At temperatures in the early universe above 10li+ Gev thermal equilibrium
is expected to have prevailed, with equal numbers of baryons and anti-
baryons, and of X and X being present. When the temperature
droppedbelow lO1^ Gev, there was insufficient thermal energy to replace
the X and _X which disappear by decaying into B and B, but with
B = ( 1 + 6 ) B . (This imbalance is a consequence of the CP non-
invariance of the X boson's interactions.) As we have seen, this
imbalance could then account for the present baryon asymmetry if

6 >v 10-9 - 10-10 , Attempts to calculate £ in detail have not led
to very definite results, but a value of this order certainly falls
within the range of possibilities.

So far I have described this idea as it was originally proposed,
before Guth'a inflationary universe had been introduced. In Guth's
scheme the re-heatirig produced when the false vacuum decayed was so
extensive that it would have reduced the prevailing baryon photon ratio
to utterly negligible proportions. It is 'therefore an important feature
of this scheme that after the re-heating the temperature was restored
to lO-1"4 Gev, so that the baryon asymmetry Eechanisn as described above
could have then come into operation.



I M P L l S A T I O K S O F N E U T R Z N G M A E E E E - • . - •' " . • ' • • -

Since many varieties of GUT, excep* admittedly- th-e':-simj)lie'fet one-," ': .
lead to non-zero/ rest masses for neutrinos, it see^s appropriate to
consider here the possible role of such neutrinos in cosaology and
galactic astronomy. I reviewed this subject at the recent Vatican
conference, the proceedings of which have now been published (Sciama
1982a} and have reported on the ultraviolet aspects elsevhere in ttiis
symposium (1963). I will therefore be brief and will concentrate
mainly on some recent developments.

We can link up this discussion with OUT earlier considerations by
following Guth in his conclusion that the universe today possesses
essentially the critical density. If we further assume that A = 0,
then the universe must be close to the Einstein-de Sitter form, and
astronomical estimates of its age would indicate that the Hubble constant
must be close to 50 km.sec"1 Mpc"l (corresponding to an age 'yl'i * 10^
years).

To determine the contribution of massive neutrinos to the density
of the universe ve note that at high temperatures they would have been
in thermal equilibrium,, through weak interactions of the type
v + v •—• e" + e+ . For left-handed Majorana neutrinos these interactions
become too slow to maintain equilibrium when the temperature has dropped
to <\/ 1-3 Mev, at which time the neutrinos would have become decoupled.
This detail is important because electron pairs permanently annihilate
somewhat later (at T *s/l/2 Mev),- so that the resulting photons would
have fed the 3°K background, but not the neutrinos. As a result, if
the neutrinos were relativistic at decoupling,their present concentration
iiy wouldj.t>e suppressed below that of the photon concentration in the
3°K background ( ** l»00 cm~3) by a factor of order It. If the neutrinos
were non-relativistic at decoupling (myC^ > kT,j) they would be further
suppressed by previous annihilation, but we shall not consider this case
here. In summary, fo_r m^ < 1 Mev we would have for each neutrino type

n v 100 cm .

If the neutrinos are essentially responsible for the critical
density we would then require that

(2) -v25 eV

where the sum is over the different neutrino types. In practice, of
course, one type (the tau neutrino?) might be much more massive than
the others.

It is well known that the nuatier of types Kv, which were

relativistic at decoupling is constrained by observations of the

abundances of D, fie', He« and Li' in comparison with the results of
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i iucityti ie 'EiE-calculations far the hot t'i'g tang. The-recent tendency
has been for this consY.r<&iox, to"- become ac:'e It-rlngeflt-, and/it- is now

widely considered that Uv < 1* {e.g. Barrov and Morgan'(1962)). Since
three neutrino types are already toown (although the tau neutrino might
be too nsagEive to have been reiativisxic at decoupling) this is a
remarkable result. Ve shall use it wilt greater force when ve co;se to
consider the photinos of supersyr^etric theories in the next section.

It has been widely conjectured that such massive neutrinos night
dominate galactic halos as well as the whole universe. A key role
would be plsyed here "by the Liouville theorem, which would apply to
neutrinos after decoupling (Tremaine and Gunn 1919). This theorem
requires their phase space density following the motion to be constant
in time, or if phase mixing is important in sone process of violent
relaxation, to be decreasing. Accordingly, their density pv in the
galaxy today -would have to be bounded as follows; .

v 0.

where m is the mass of one neutrino type, is i t s three-dimensional

velocity^dispersion (assuming a gaussian distribution) and h is
Planck's constant. Jor example, i t n, = 100 eV and vn • 100 km sec"
then PQ
density.

onstant. Jor example, f y e o
10~2li gm. em"3, which turns out to be a typical galactic

Following Caldwell and Ostriker (1931) we might model the galactic
halo by

1 + - T

This would yield the desired flat rotation curve for r >> a, but would
allow for the gravitational influence of stars and gas for r <, a.
Their preferred galactic model then has

-2l* -3
p = 10 gm. cm ,

with an uncertainty of about a factor 2, and

a = 7.8 k pc .

I t is tempting to identify the required cut-off in the increase of
p at small r with the approach of the neutrino density to the maximiz.
permitted value p, . If we further assume that VQ is independent of
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r , then i t s value i s determined from the c i r c u l a r v e l ; ? i t y v of the
outer halo by v, = JfT? v^ . If ve take vn * Ei.^ kr i - c " 1 , 0 wj we.Id
have VQ-v 97:• km s e c ~ a . " The assunptior. -..r.at p = p. ther. leads - ;

aasu.mir.g for simplicity that th

,.•,... It. is not quite clear whether this represents rood agreerent with
.-(£) or whether the discrepancy of a factor "-2 should be taken
seriously. Vie are, of course., assuming that phase mixing has not reined
appreciably - the phase space density in the central regions of the
galaxy-; . other-vise the discrepancy would "be increased. Hcvever,
Melott's (19°2a,t) numerical simulations of neutrino colltj-se do sures t
that the phase density is not ir.uch reduced in ths central regions c:"
the collapsed system.

In view of all the uncertainties, one should perhaps regard the
two mass estimates, which are completely independent, as in remarkable
agreement. However, the speculation (Sciania and Kelott 1982),
de-scribed in my other article in these proceedings, that p.-.otons emitted
by galactic neutrinos are responsit-le for the high icniiation stages
represented in the galactic halo (and in the halos of other galaxies)

. "by Si IV and CIV would require that m̂  -v 100 eV. This further in-
crease of mass would correspond to a definite discrepancy and would
lead to problems with the age of the universe {if ^ = 0). Tnese
•problems, however, could be relieved by replacing neutrinos with
photinos, as we shall nov see.

SUPERSiMMEEKY AKD MASSIVE FHOTIHOS

GUTs do not yet l i e a t t he end of t he road , according t o most
pa r t i c l e phys ic is t s . This i s part ly because they s t i l l contain a lar^e
number of undetermined quan t i t i e s , and part ly because they present
par t icular problems, such as the famous hierarchy problem: why are the
important masses so widely spaced out, e.g. at 100 Gev (electro-weak
gauge p a r t i c l e s , the W and Z bosons), 10lLl Gev (the >: bosons of
GUTs), and lO-1^ Gev (the Planck p.ass): This i s par t icu la r ly puzzling
because one would expect in teract ions to drag, say, the masses of the
100 Gev bosons up to ICi1^ Gev, unless a E-iraculcus cancellation occurs
to many places of decimals - the fine tuning protlen, tgain.

In aupersymnetric theories (fc-r a technical review see Fayet and
Ferrara (1977;) th i s miracle can occur by vir tue of the supersyrisaetry
i t s e l f . This nev syiametry (which is the only one le f t unexploited
by exist ing gauge theories) has the remarkable property cf i n t e r r e l a t i ng
bosfias and" fermions, vhich thereby can occupy the sane mult it-let of
p a r t i c l e s . ' Thus, i f Eupersym.-xetry vere an exact syrt~ietr\', the e lec t ron,
for example, would have a scalar partner of the saae s t s s . Such a
pa r t i c l e is known not to ex i s t , and so one vould have to suppose thet in
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the real w-:-rli the surers/i.-cetry is broker;, just as the GV: ;yrj:.etry i s
• u r c i w a- energies belcv IC.i- Gev. The s r t l a r partner of Vr.s- ele;-trOT.
cou.̂ d -y-r have a niuch higher nas^ wnicb con.Cd leave i t uricb^irva'_e
at present. The energy at which Eurersy~.rr.etry is broker, is rot known,
^It^oush we sha l l see tha t cosmology n-.ay provide soise clues bct'n t ;
th i s and tc- other p:^r'=rteters cf supersyrarrietric theor ies .

JOT our purposes the important new par t i c l e s thrown up ty i'uter-
s---:iieti-y i r ; the ;i ,otir.o, which is the spin 1/2 partner of
and the £:d-istino, s. spin 1-2 par t i c le related to the break
supers .'SL^etry. These pa r t i c l e s are important for at least
F i rs t of a l l they may have teen sufficiently numerous when
afore of the universe was 1 Jtev to ir:fluerice the time scale
expansion and so the outcome of nucleosynthesis. Secondly,
have a s s e s of order tens or hundreds of electron volts, the,
replace -assive neutrinos in regard to the c r i t i c a l density
universe, the dark matter in galact ic halos , and the emisEi
violet photons.

These considerations are highly speculat ive, since there is as
yet no experimental evidence in favour of Eupersynaaetry. Nevertheless,
the p o s s i b i l i t i e s are in t r igu ing , par t icular ly because the argument
goes both ways, tha t i s , while aspects of Eup-srsyranetry would be
important for cosmology, cosmclogical constraints would be important
for supersvmaetry. For example, if ue are allowed only a fraction of
an extra "neutrino type" by the nucleosynthesis argument, t h i s could be
achieved by supposing tha t phctinos and goldstinos decoupled before
cuons and niorjs annihi la ted, since th i s vould resul t in the i r further
suppression re la t ive to photons in the 3°K background. Such a
decoupling requirement would have strong implications for the coupling
const ants''of supersyraoetric theor ies , and for the i r s t ruc tura l features
Generally (such as the i r capacity to solve the hierarchy problem)
tsciwsa 1952c). in addition the resul t ing suppression of the phot mo
number density would permit 100 eV photinos to provide^the c r i t i c a l
density without running into an age problem for the universe (Sciar.a
19&2t)•

C0:*CLU3I0H5

The reader nay be apr.alled by the amount of speculation in this:
a r t i c l e . All I can say in my defence i s that 1 find i t hard to eelieve
that i t i s a l l vrong and-or misleading. Even if only a small part of
i t is found to be on the right l i ne s , we would s t i l l be witnessinc the
b i r th of imaginative new poss ib i l i t i e s for our understanding of the
universe, which wi l l presumably leave t h e i r permanent mark on the
growth of th i s understanding.
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